Hierarchical text classification of a Web taxonomy is challenging because it is a very large-scale problem with hundreds of thousand categories and associated documents. Furthermore, the conceptual levels and training data availabilities of categories vary widely. The narrow-down approach is the state-of-the-art that utilizes a search engine for generating candidates from the taxonomy and builds a classifier for the final category selection. In this paper, we take the same approach but address the issue of using global information in a language modelling framework to improve effectiveness. We propose three methods of using non-local information for the task: a passive way of utilizing global information for smoothing, an aggressive way where a top-level classifier is built and integrated with a local model, and a method of using label terms associated with the path from a category to the root, which is based on our systematic observation that they are underrepresented in the documents. For evaluation, we constructed a document collection from Web pages in the Open Directory Project (ODP). A series of experiments and their results show the superiority of our methods and reveal the role of global information in hierarchical text classification.
Introduction
Hierarchical text classification aims at classifying a document into a hierarchy composed of a set of topical categories. This has become an important research area in information retrieval because it manifests itself in various application areas such as online advertising [1, 2] , Web search improvement [3] , question answering [4] , and, and keyword suggestions [5] .
For example, classification of a query to a taxonomy can help detecting a specific topic of interest and lead to more relevant online ads than direct keyword matching, especially when it is vague or ambiguous. Similarly, classifying documents in a search result to a taxonomy can provide additional information about them and increase the utility of search applications. For example, [6] show that classifying search results into a taxonomy leads to improve query classification to the same taxonomy.
Hierarchical text classification has become more challenging since a target hierarchy started moving from a smallscale to large-scale Web taxonomies, such as the Open Directory Project (ODP) 1 and Yahoo! Directories 2 , which consist of hundreds of thousands of categories and millions of documents associated with them. In a large-scale Web taxonomy, categories range from extremely general to specific ones, depending on the depth, especially because it covers all sorts of Web documents. In addition, some documents located in different categories may be topically similar to each other even though they have widely different paths from the root. From a machine learning point of view, furthermore, training document sets are unbalanced across categories because documents are distributed disproportionately to different categories according to the popularity in the Web.
Most of the previous methods developed for hierarchical classification are based on machine learning algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . They can be grouped into two approaches: big-bang and top-down [14, 15] . The former simply builds a single classifier for all the categories whereas the latter starts from the top of the hierarchy and progress downwards to build multiple classifiers along the paths. A common drawback of both approaches is that they are not scalable to large Web taxonomies because of high time complexity for both training and testing.
In order to alleviate the problem, a new method called a narrow-down or deep classification approach was proposed [16] , which consists of two separate stages: search and classification. At the search stage, the entire hierarchy of categories is reduced to a small number of candidate categories highly relevant to an input document. Classification or final category selection is performed at the next stage by a classifier trained online with a set of documents associated with the candidate nodes selected from the search stage. The idea is relatively straightforward but achieved both higher effectiveness and efficiency, which have made this approach popular in dealing with large scale hierarchical classification as has been witnessed in LSHTC workshops 3 at ECIR'10 and ECML/PKDD'11. Based on the observation that the deep classification method makes use of only local information associated with candidate categories at its classification stage, we proposed a way of improving performance by utilizing global information associated with top-level categories in discriminating candidates [16, 17] . To illustrate the importance of using global information, suppose two candidate categories D and D' have been chosen for an input document at the search stage of the narrow-down approach. They were chosen because the documents associated with each of the categories are sufficiently similar to the input. Even if the term distributions in the two sets of documents are similar to each other, the category nodes may be under entirely different paths from the root (e.g. R/A/B/C/D and R/E/F/G/D'). It is clear the choice depends on the path to the two candidates or selection of the top categories between A and E (i.e. global information). That is, classification decisions should be made not only by the documents associated with the local categories but by those associated with the top-level categories branching off the root. This situation arises because documents associated with a category are not always topically distinct from those associated with others; similar topics may appear under different low-level categories. Let's consider the following paths in ODP as an example:
(1) Sports/Motorsports/Snowmobile_Racing (2) Shopping/Sports/Motorsports/Snowmobiles
The documents associated with the categories, Snowmobile_Racing and Snowmobiles, are likely to have similar term distributions, making it difficult to choose one over the other for an input document. However, it should be clear that the documents associated with the top-level categories Sports and Shopping must have quite different term distributions because they are topically distinct.
Global information can be incorporated into the narrow-down approach in different ways. In earlier work [16, 17] , global information is adopted to better estimate the parameters of a naïve Bayes classifier, i.e. class prior and term probabilities, for the purpose of smoothing local information. This is considered a passive way of using global information because its role is primarily to support local information that may not be sufficient in parameter estimation. A more aggressive way would be to build a global classifier for top level categories in the hierarchy and combine it with the local classifier so that the role of the global information can be incorporated and controlled independently and directly. Because of the independence, it becomes possible to improve the global classifier in its own right and eventually the overall classification performance. We compare the two approaches in this paper.
Furthermore, we attempt to utilize the ontological nature of the taxonomy to which documents are classified. A node or a category in a Web taxonomy usually has a topical label corresponding to the path from the root node, which is basically a sequence of terms (e.g. Sport/Winter_Sports/Sledding/Sled_Dog_Racing) representing the topics of the nodes along the path from the root. Since these label terms are supposed to represent the concepts of the documents collected for the nodes as well as their relationships with their parents in the hierarchy, they would serve as non-local information for the node and thus help differentiating two category nodes having similar term distributions in their documents. Despite the assumed representativeness of label terms, however, we observed that they do not occur as frequently as other high TF-IDF 4 terms in the documents associated with the node. An implication is that the label terms would have a unique role in distinguishing the corresponding categories. We address this issue and propose a method of incorporating node labels into the language modeling framework.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
Accepted for Publication (1) We investigate how global information can be used to improve category selection in hierarchical text classification by proposing two different approaches under the language modeling framework: a passive method of using global information for smoothing and an aggressive method of building a top-level classifier and using it independently in conjunction with a local model. (2) We expand the aforementioned approaches by investigating the way path information or label terms, another type of non-local information, can be utilized in the same framework. (3) We report on the results of a series of large-scale experiments using a filtered version of ODP, which show the effectiveness of the proposed methods and explains why and when global information is most useful.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews key related research in the field of hierarchical text classification. Section 3 describes the details of our research goals and the proposed methods. In Section 4, we report on the series of experiments and their results, together with in-depth analysis to reveal the effects of global information. Section 5 has a conclusion with future work. [13] , however, showed that the big-bang approach has a difficulty in scaling-up for Web taxonomy in terms of time complexity. [7] proposed a shrinkage method to deal with the data sparseness problem that may occur with leaf nodes in this approach. The key idea is that term probabilities for a leaf node are estimated not only based on the documents associated with it but also those associated with its parent nodes up to the root. Mixture weights along the path from a leaf node to the root are calculated using an expectation and maximization algorithm. While the idea was proven to be useful for later work, it has a drawback with the huge computation required for many parameters to be estimated.
Related Work
In the top-down approach, a classifier is trained with the documents associated with each node from the top of a hierarchy. When a new document comes in, it is first classified into one of the top categories directly under the root and then further classified into a node at the next level, which is a child of the node chosen at the previous step. The process is repeated downward along the hierarchy until a stopping condition is met. Several studies adopted this approach with different variations of classification algorithms, such as multiple Bayesian classifier [18] and SVM [8, 10, 11, 13] .
A research [13] compared the big-bang and top-down approaches using SVM on Yahoo! Directories dataset to show that the top-down approach was more effective and efficient than the big-bang approach. Despite the overall superiority in terms of classification performance, the top-down approach suffers from performance drops at deep levels, caused by errors propagated from higher levels to lower levels. In an effort to deal with the problem, [11] proposed a method that uses SVM with cross-validation and meta-features. It first performs bottom-up training with cross-validation to produce meta-features that are predictions of lower nodes for each node. When reaching the root, it conducts top-down training with cross-validation to correct document distributions that were fixed according to the hierarchy. This process has the effect of expanding the training data for a node by including misclassified documents at the testing stage through feature vectors consisting of words and meta-features. Even though it achieved remarkable performance improvements on the ODP dataset over the hierarchical SVM approach [13] , a drawback is the huge computational overhead required for topdown and bottom-up cross-validations on the entire dataset.
A narrow-down approach, often referred to as deep classification, was proposed by [14] to deal with the problems associated with the other two approaches by first cutting down the search space of the entire hierarchy and building a classifier for a small number of resulting categories. The method first employs a search engine to select a set of candidate categories that are highly relevant to an input document to be classified. Trigram language models are constructed for the candidate categories using the documents associated with them for precision-oriented improvements. In order to alleviate the data sparseness problem that occurs with trigrams at deep levels, they proposed the ancestorassistant strategy. The key idea is that for each candidate, it collects documents not only from the current node but also from those up to the non-shared parent node so that a larger set of documents is used as training data. The method results in a significant performance improvement, specifically in deeper levels, compared to a hierarchical SVM method on the ODP dataset. Other narrow-down approaches [16, 17] incorporated global information available at the top of the hierarchy and combine it with the local information associated with the candidates for increased classification effectiveness.
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Incorporating Global and Path Information
The main thrust of this paper is to propose a new method of using non-local (i.e. global and path) information and investigate its role in hierarchical text classification. The proposed method belongs to the realm of the narrow-down approach comprised of candidate search and category selection stages. An input document to be classified serves as a search query to find a set of candidate categories from which a final category is selected based on the proposed classification scheme. This section describes different category selection methods under the scheme that incorporates global and path information. It should be noted that we use global information and top category information interchangeably depending on the context of discussion although the former is more extensive.
The aim of candidate search is to reduce the entire hierarchy to a small set of candidate categories that are highly relevant to the input document so that sophisticated classification methods can be employed without much concern for time complexity. [14] proposed two strategies: document-based and category-based. For the document-based strategy, which is similar to a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classification method, an inverted index is constructed for all the documents together with their category labels. For an input document to be classified, top-k relevant documents are retrieved by a search engine. The categories associated with top-k documents are taken as the candidates for the second stage. In the category based strategy, on the other hand, an index is constructed for each of the categories by taking those associated with it as a mega-document. For an input document, a set of mega-documents are retrieved and the corresponding categories are taken as the candidates for final selection. This process is similar to centroid-based classification except that the final output is not a specific category but a set of categories. In our work, we chose the category-based strategy because of its superiority in effectiveness. For a retrieval model used in our experiment, BM25 [19] was adopted because its effectiveness has been proven in previous research.
Our category selection method, which is the main contribution of this paper, is unique in that it makes use of the characteristics of the hierarchy more extensively and explicitly than previous work. More specifically, we model and utilize global information that exists in the nodes close to the root and the path information that exists between the root and a candidate, in addition to the local information used in previous research. Both global and path information should be useful in alleviating the problems of the localized and limited nature of the documents associated with a candidate category obtained from a search engine. The next sub-section describes the language modeling framework in which our category selection methods were developed.
Language Models
Statistical language modeling has become a dominant approach in information retrieval. The basic idea is to compute the probability of generating a query from a model of a document as in the query likelihood model [20] described as follows.
For a query q and a document d, we compute the query likelihood score with a model estimated on a document d and rank documents using it:
where ( ) is a frequency count of a term w in a query q. Another popular ranking function with language models is the KL-divergence scoring method [21] for which two different language models are derived from a query and a document, respectively, and documents are ranked according to the divergence between the two as follows:
where is a query language model. This scoring function can be used to estimate an approximate probability between two documents for document reranking [22] : where and are unigram document language models. We adopt this scoring function when we compare an input document and a category.
A key challenge in applying language modeling to information retrieval is how to estimate the probability distributions for a query and a document. A basic method is to compute a maximum likelihood estimate as follows:
where ( ) is a frequency count of a term w in a document d and | | is the document length often measured with the total number of terms in d.
A problem of the maximum likelihood estimate is assigning a zero probability to unseen words that do not occur in a document. To alleviate the problem, several smoothing methods have been developed to avoid zero probabilities and thus improve retrieval performance. Traditional smoothing methods often use term probabilities in the entire collection in addition to those in a document. The two-stage smoothing method combining Dirichlet smoothing and Jelink-Mercer is one of the most popular ways to estimate document language models using the entire collection [23] . The probability is estimated as:
where and are the Dirichlet prior parameter and Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parameter, respectively, ( ) is a frequency count of a term w in a document d, and represents a document collection. The second term ( | ) is user's query background language model. When , two-stage smoothing is the same as Dirichlet smoothing whereas it becomes the same as Jelinek-Mercer smoothing when
In general, it is approximated by ( | ) with insufficient data to estimate ( | ) even though it is different from ( | ). Other smoothing methods have been developed to utilize local corpus structures such as document clusters and knearest documents [24] [25] [26] and term relationships captured by term-co-occurrences [27, 28] . Most relevant among them is the cluster-based document model (CBDM) [25] that takes into account a local structure of a collection, which is obtained from document clustering. CBDM first smoothes a cluster model with a collection model and then a document model with the smoothed cluster model as follows:
This kind of flexibility of incorporating different views is the most attractive aspect of language modeling. The language modeling framework has been adopted for text classification, most notably to implement naïve Bayes classifiers (NBC) [29, 30] . In addition to the smoothing methods and the flexibility mentioned above, the possibility of using n-grams makes the framework attractive for continuous research. The formal definition of n-gram language model NBC is as follows:
where ( ) is a category prior, and ( | ) is the probability of a n-gram word sequence in category .
This paper defines two language models for a category: local and global models. A local model is derived from the documents associated with the category at hand (a candidate category). A global model is constructed from the documents associated with each top-level category, which is a direct child of the root. Note that a category always has local and global models because it must have a path to the root.
As can be seen in the following sub-sections, we utilize the KL-divergence scoring function for calculating an approximate probability between a document and a category. To generate a language model for a candidate category, we use both local and global information in two different ways. Global information can be made to play a passive role for local information or used aggressively by treating it as having the same status with local information.
Passive Use of Global Information for Category Selection
The goal of category selection is to choose a final category for an input document based on the KL-divergence scoring function:
where is the set of candidate categories. To compute the scoring function based on KL-divergence, we estimate a language model for a category c in a way similar to the cluster-based document model (CBDM) does where a term is generated by a mixture of three components: document, cluster and collection. In our case, we assume that a term is generated from a mixture of a category, top-level category, and collection.
Instead of relying on an implicit structure that should be extracted from a collection as in CBDM, we make use of the explicit structure that already exists in a hierarchy. The hierarchical category language model (HCLM), ( | ), is proposed as a mixture of a local model ( | ) and a global model ( | ) as well as a collection, which needs to be estimated with 's as follows:
where represents a top-level category for the local category and | | for the number of terms in the top-level category. We call it a passive way of using a global model because it is only used as a way to smooth a local model.
A question that arises naturally is how to estimate the two different models. A global model can be derived in a standard way such as the way [ ] is computed. For a local model, several different methods are possible, for example, by utilizing the documents of parents and children of a candidate or the documents of nearest categories of a candidate as in [26] . Another question is how to estimate the mixture weights. In CBDM, mixture weights are selected via an exhaustive search and fixed regardless of the input. Previous work [16] proposed two methods, content-based and relevance-based estimations, for dynamically determining mixture weights as follows.
Content-based Estimation (CBE)
The main idea is to utilize the difference between local and global models in terms of their semantic contents that can be estimated based on word frequencies in the models. Given a candidate category, a relatively high weight is assigned to the local model if it is not similar to the global model. The idea is to assign an increasingly higher weight to the local information as its dissimilarity increases. This intuition is captured with the following equation:
where is the weight for the local model, and and are the local and global models, respectively.
Relevance-based Estimation (RBE)
The main idea here is to utilize the relevance scores for candidate categories that can be obtained from the search engine at the first stage. The higher the relevance score a category obtained, the higher weight it is given. Based on this intuition, a mixture weight is calculated as follows:
where is the set of retrieved candidate categories.
Aggressive Use of Global Information for Category Selection
On the contrary to the passive method where global information is reflected in term probabilities for a local model, it is possible to use it more aggressively by computing a global model separately from a local first and then combine the two models. That is, global information is not just used to smooth the local probabilities but to build a separate top-level classifier so that it can serve as an independent contributor for the final decision making. This scheme has an increased flexibility in utilizing global information because it becomes possible to control the top-level classifier independently of the local model. In fact, we update parameters for a top-level classifier with a discriminative learning so that its improvement has a positive effect on the overall performance in category selection. A top-level category language model (TCLM) classifier an input document d is defined as follows:
where is a set of top-level categories in a hierarchy, and the scoring function is calculated as follows:
where is a language model for an input document, and [ ] is a Dirichlet-smoothed language model for a toplevel category . A category language model (CLM) that combines global and local information is used to compute a new score for an input document d and a class c as follows:
Various strategies are possible to combine two scores such as a weighted linear combination. However, the simple multiplication similarly used in [22] is chosen because it gave the best performance among other variants according to our experiments. As the top-level category classifier is expected to affect category selection, we at-tempted to maximize its performance with a machine learning technique. Among the discriminative learning methods that have been proposed for a Bayesian or a centroid classifier, we adopted the updating method in [31] for our TCLM classifier. The main idea is to adjust class centroid term weights based on training errors and margins. For a misclassified document, the centroid for an answer class is moved toward the document. On the other hand, the centroid for the incorrectly predicted class should be moved away from the document. An update also occurs with a correctly classified document by maximizing the margin between the first-and second-ranked classes. This centroid-based updating method can be applied to the TCLM classifier since each top-level category is represented as a term count vector.
Let be a term count vector for top-level category in the i-th iteration. The update is done as follows:
where ( ) is the difference between the most similar centroids to with the same and different classes, respectively, is a learning rate, is a minimum margin, and is a controlling parameter between training errors and margins. The two conditions, ( ) and ( ) indicate respectively two cases where a document is misclassified or correctly classified.
In the scoring function,
[ ] is generated by combining and where the latter is a term count vector for the entire collection. As a result, count adjustments are reflected with a static smoothing effect. Two strategies are possible to process updating: online and batch updates. The difference is that the former is to update centroids right after classification while the latter is after classifying all the training documents. We used the online update method in this research.
Using Path Information
Research on hierarchical classification with a large-scale Web taxonomy has been conducted under the assumption that the categories are represented by their documents or possibly with those under their immediate ancestors or descendants to enrich the representations. While our attempt to use top-category information is an indirect way of utilizing the hierarchical nature of a taxonomy, richer information can be obtained from the path between a local node and the root, which is expressed as a label attached to the local node. A category label is comprised of a list of topical terms, which
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By the Journal of Information Science: http://jis.sagepub.co.uk represent the nodes along the path from the root to the local category. For example, Sport/Winter_Sports/Sledding/ Sled_Dog_Racing is a label attached to a category node at the sixth level of ODP. The leftmost term, Sport, and the rightmost term, Sled_Dog_Racing, are supposed to be the most general and specific ones on the path, respectively. That is, a local term like Sled_Dog_Racing represents the current category node whereas the other terms in the label show the context or ancestors of the local term.
Given that label terms associated with a category were chosen manually at the time the hierarchy was constructed, it is natural to assume that they reflect the meaning of node and therefore would appear quite frequently in the associated documents. This would be particularly true for the local term because it must have been chosen to serve as a meaningful representation of the category in the same way the documents do. However, we observed that the label terms do not occur as frequently as expected in the documents associated with the categories in the hierarchy. It indicates that despite their expected importance, label terms are not well represented either in the documents or in the learned language models. This observation led us to believe that the label terms deserve a special attention and would have a potential to have a positive impact on hierarchical classification.
As an example, let us take a look at the category with Sports/Strength_Sports/Bodybuilding/Training, for which we counted and ranked each label term in the associated documents. Table 1 shows that despite the importance of the label terms, their frequency counts and ranks are not as high as expected. While the counts increase and the ranks become higher as the terms become more specific to the current node, the terms close to the root rarely occur in the documents although they provide important contextual information for more specific terms. In order to take this phenomenon into account for our language modeling effort, it is necessary to ensure that this phenomenon is prevalent in the entire dataset. We therefore compared occurrence statistics of label terms and those of non-label terms in the associated documents. At each level, we first computed average probabilities of observing label terms and non-label terms separately in the documents associated with the categories.
Here is a level of the hierarchy, is a set of categories at level , is a set of label terms in category c, and is a set of non-label terms selected based on the probability values. Note that non-label terms with the highest frequencies are chosen and that the number of terms taken account is the same as the number of label terms in the category.
We separated the label terms into two types, full-path and current node label terms, to see if they would have different term statistics. The full-path label term set (FLTS) contains all the label terms on the entire path while the current node label term set (CLTS) contains only the label terms corresponding to the current node. For example, {sport, sled, dog, race, winter} and {sled, dog, race} are FLTS and CFTS, respectively, for the category Sport/Winter_Sports/Sledding/ Sled_Dog_Racing. Before counting terms, we applied stemming and stop word removal.
The computed average probabilities for the label and non-label terms at different levels are shown in Figure 1 where the graph on the left corresponds to the case of using the entire paths or FLTS and the one on the right to the case of the current node terms only (i.e. CLTS). It is clear the average probabilities of label terms are lower than those of non-label terms at every level except for the first two. It indicates that the label terms are underrepresented in the documents at all levels except for the first two, regardless of whether they are at the current nodes or on the paths. In addition to the average probabilities of terms occurring in documents, we compared the terms for their importance weights computed by TF*ICF where TF and ICF stand for term frequency and inverse category frequency, respectively. The average term importance weights at each level are shown Figure 2 for both full-path and current-node label terms. Like Figure 1 , the importance weights of the label terms are not as big as those highly frequent terms in the documents at all levels. Regardless of the magnitude differences between the two different types of terms, it is clear that the label terms are not well represented in the documents; the language modeling approach for category documents need to and can be improved to better represent the categories by using label-terms. As a way of showing the degree to which label terms are underrepresented in documents, we can compute the ratio between them using the average probabilities for the label and non-label terms as follows.
( ) ( | ) ( | )
Similarly, the term importance weights for label and non-label term groups can be used to compute ratios. Figure 3 shows the extent to which label terms are underrepresented for both FLTS and CLTS using both average probabilities and importance weights. Naturally, the FLTS terms are more severely underrepresented in the documents because they are more remote and general than CLTS. To reflect the situation and assign higher weights to the label terms in the process of building a language model for each category, the local models are revised as follows by assuming that a category label is a short text and taking a mixture:
where ( | ) is a probability of a term w in a category label c and is a control parameter. This is a way of boosting the weight of a term that appears in a label and at the same time incorporating the path information.
Experiments
We compared our methods with other state-of-the-art narrow-down approaches. The goal of the experiments is three fold. The first or main goal is to show the effectiveness of the two language modeling methods of using global information: passive and aggressive methods. The second is to show the effectiveness of using path information expressed in label terms by building a label-term language model and incorporating it into the proposed models. Finally, we attempt to show when and why global information can be most useful in our integrated models.
Data
The Open Directory Project (ODP) dataset was downloaded from the ODP homepage and used for the entire experiments. It has a hierarchy of about 70 K categories and 4.5M documents associated with the category nodes. At the top level directly connected to the root are 17 categories: Adult, Arts, Business, Computer, Games, Health, Home, Kids_and_Teens, News, Recreation, Reference, Regional, Science, Shopping, Society, Sports, and World. We went through a filtering process similar to the one reported in other research [13, 14, 16 ] to obtain a comparable and meaningful dataset. Documents in the World and Regional top categories were discarded because they contain nonEnglish pages and geographic distinctions. For the leaf categories whose names are just enumeration of the alphabets such as A, B, …, Z, we merged them to their parent category because they are topically neither distinct among themselves nor coherent internally. Finally, categories with less than three documents were discarded to ensure that the documents associated with a category are enough for model estimation. As a result, our dataset contains 65,564 categories and 607,944 Web pages (documents). A total of 60,000 documents or about 10% of the entire data were selected for testing, following the strategy in [14] , while the rest were used for training. The testing documents were selected randomly proportional to the numbers of the documents in the categories. Table 2 shows statistics of our dataset. Even though millions of documents exist in ODP, the average number of documents for each category is less than ten as shown in the filtered ODP. Figures 4 and 5 show the distributions of documents and categories, respectively, over the 15 levels in the filtered ODP. Most documents are spread over from level 3 to level 9. In our experiments, we only report results up to level 9 because they contain about 98% of all the documents. 
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Evaluation Measures
Standard class-oriented evaluation is inappropriate for a data set like ODP because the large number of categories makes it very time-consuming and difficult to analyze the results. Therefore, we adopted the level-based evaluation method used in other hierarchical text classification research [13, 14] . For example, suppose that a comparison is made between the prediction and answer categories, Science/Biology/Ecology and Science/Biology/Neurobiology/People, for a given input document. The level-based evaluation matches between the two paths progressively from the top categories (Science on both paths in this case) to the deepest level categories. Whenever the two categories match at a level, it is counted as correct classification. Otherwise it is counted as a mismatch at that level. An example for a partial matching between the two categories is shown in Table 3 . The match at each of the first three levels is counted as a correct classification whereas the mismatch at level 4 is counted as a misclassification. This type of matching instances for all the predictions and corresponding answers are accumulated to compute precision and recall at each level. For evaluation of a classifier, precision, recall, and F1 are often used, where F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
Two types of averaging methods have been used with multiple classification instances. For macro-average F1 (MacroF1), F1 scores are averaged for individual answer classes first and then averaged across all the classes. On the other hand, micro-average F1 (MicroF1) is computed using all the individual decisions made for input documents ignoring the answer classes. As a result, MicroF1 tends to give high weights to the decisions made for common classes while MacroF1 for rare classes. For a level-based evaluation, MacroF1 of a level is computed by averaging F1 scores for the categories at the level. MicroF1 is computed by collecting decisions of all the documents at the level. To find out about the general tendency across the categories at all the level in the hierarchy, we employ an additional measure, an overall (OV) score. MacroF1 for OV is computed as follows:
MicroF1 for OV is identical to the F1 score computed by collecting all decisions in the evaluation and taking an average. Unless mentioned otherwise, performance improvements across different methods reported in this paper are assumed to be based on OV scores. 
Baseline Selection
As an obvious baseline, we considered the best search result (BSR) obtained from the first stage of the hierarchical text classification. Since the candidates retrieved by a search engine at the first stage are ranked in the order of relevancy with respect to the input document, it is reasonable to use the top-ranked categories for input documents as a baseline.
For a more meaningful baseline against which our proposed ideas are to be compared and validated, we examined a few other possibilities. The first we considered was the trigram-language model for NBC (TNBC) with smoothing and training data selection strategy similar to those used in [14] . We set the number of candidate categories, K, to 5 for most of the experiments to ensure that the computing time necessary for building language models online would not be prohibitive. We employed a smoothing method because TNBC suffers from a data sparseness problem although it has an advantage of improving precision for classification. It was inevitable that the large number of n-grams generated by the big vocabulary size would cause a high percentage of mismatches between an input document and n-gram models of the training documents associated with category nodes. Therefore, we decided to employ the stupid back-off smoothing method, which was developed for large-scale language models [32] . Stupid back-off 7 is defined for a probability of a trigram in a category as follows:
where ( ) is a count of n-grams between and , and is a back-off factor set to 0.4 based on the original paper.
An option for TNBC is a choice among different strategies for selecting training documents for a category. We considered flat and ancestor-assistant strategies. The former uses only the documents belonging to a candidate category node while the latter adds the documents belonging to the parents of a candidate. Details of the training data selection methods are explained in [14] . As a result, we have two possible baselines: TNBC_A (with the ancestor-assistant strategy) and TNBC_AB (with the ancestor-assistant strategy and the back-off strategy). Another baseline we considered was a unigram language model with a flat strategy for collecting training data (hence, LM_F) and Dirichlet smoothing to all candidates. Note that this baseline uses the same KL-divergence based scoring function. We avoided the ancestor-assistant strategy for training data selection and higher order n-gram in our language modeling approach because they both cause a prohibitive time and space complexity, which we observed in a preliminary experiment using TNBC. Dirichlet parameter was fixed to 1000 not only for this baseline but also for all the experimental setups.
In order to choose the highest-performing baseline, we compared the four candidates as in Figure 6 . To our surprise, TNBC methods were inferior to BSR even though the former used an extended training data set with the ancestorassistant strategy and the back-off smoothing method. Our analysis showed that the matches between a training data for a category and an input document were rarer than expected when trigrams and bigrams were used. While the back-off strategy helps, TNBC_AB was still worse than the simplest approach, BSR.
LM_F resulted in the best performance among the candidate baselines, showing that the Dirichlet smoothed language model with unigram is effective. In terms of the OV measure, LM_F achieved 0.564 (+8.6% over 0.519 in BSR) in MicroF1 and 0.328 (+11.8% over 0.293 in BSR) in MacroF1. Consequently, we chose LM_F as our baseline for the rest of the experiments. Note that, for all the levels, MacroF1 values are quite lower than those of MicroF1 because of many categories with only few test and training documents, which show low performances but averaged with equal weights in 
Passive Use of Global Information
We compared the method of passively using global information as introduced in Subsection 3.2 against the baseline. In our preliminary experiment, we obtained the best performance when λ was equal to 0.6, which means that giving a slightly heavier weight on global information than local is most helpful. This setting was used for the rest of the experiments. As mentioned previously, the number of candidates received from the search stage, K, is 5.
For completeness of our experiments, we compared the above case against the different mixture weight estimation methods, relevance-based estimation (RBE) and content-based estimation (CBE) introduced in [16] and also summarized in Subsection 3.2. At the same time, we also compared HCLM_0.6 against the baseline, LM_F. As in Figure 7 , HCLM_F_0.6 is superior to LM_F by 0.6% and 2.3% in MicroF1 and MarcoF1, respectively, as well as to HCLM_RBE and HCLM_CBE. The next experiment was to verify our hypothesis that label terms need to be included in representing categories or local models. Like the case of setting the best value to 0.6, we varied to choose the best-performing case with the label term model. We obtained the best performance when was equal to 0.4, which is used throughout the rest of the experiments.
In the experimental results so far, the number of search results used for category selection was 5, mainly because of the potential time cost for considering more. We ran further experiments with best parameter values, to see how much gain would result by increasing the number of candidates. As in Figure 8 , the performance increased for all the levels as we increased the number. The best performances, 0.594 (5.2% increase) in MicroF1 and 0.368 (12.1% increase) in MacroF1 were obtained with 25 search results (HCML_25_0.6_0.4). Since it became stable with we decided to use this case as the best-performing one for the passive use of global information, which is to be compared against the aggressive method. 
Aggressive Use of Global Information
Since the main thrust of the aggressive method is to develop and use a top-level classifier together and mix it with the local model, it is important to train the TCLM classifier as much as possible with the updating method for 15 top-level categories. Several parameters involved in the TCLM classifier were set to the following as in the literature [31] : i=15, b=0.1, η=0.5, and ω=0.2. Table 4 shows per-category performances in F1 of two baselines, the basic search result (BSR) and the simple TCLM, and the TCLM classifier with an updating method. For BSR, the most relevant search result using the input document is used as the prediction. Improvements computed against the first baseline are 12.1% in MicroF1 and 19.3% in MacroF1. It appears that the TCLM classifier with updates (labeled as TCLM_U) improve the performance of the rare top-level categories more than the others because MacroF1 improvement is bigger than that of MicroF1. We used the TCLM_U classifier for the rest of the experiments.
Using the TCLM_U classifier as a global model, we combined it with the local model for category selection. The methods used in Figure 9 used top five candidates for the initial search (K=5). The OV scores for the TCLM_U method were 0.580 in MicroF1 and 0.340 in MacroF1, which are 2.9% and 3.7% improvements over LM_F, respectively. TCLM_U is superior to HTCLM_0.6_0.4 in MicroF1 but inferior by 2.5% in MacroF1 for OV. The improvements were observed at the first two levels only, though, indicating that the global model used independently of the local model appears to help neighbors close to the top categories. We also ran a separate experiment to investigate whether label terms or path information would add on to the TCLM_U result that uses global information aggressively. By varying γ values, we obtained the best result when γ is 0.8 as in Figure 10 . The best OV values are 0.588 in MicroF1 and 0.354 in MacroF1, which are 4.2% and 8.1% improvements over LM_F, respectively. These improvements are bigger than those of the best performing passive method. Finally, the same experiment of using different K values for the passive method we ran was also conducted for the aggressive method in anticipation of obtaining the best result. As in the past method, we show in Figure 11 the results with K values starting from 5 to 25 with an increment of 5 because performances became stable after 25. We obtained the best performance, 0.607 in MicroF1 and 0.374 in MacroF1, with K=25 among all the runs, which are 7.6% and 14.1% improvements over LM_F. Table 5 summarized the performances For overall effects of different models and treatments, we summarize the OV scores in Table 5 . The improvements are over the LM_F method, which is much better than the state-of-the-art and the basic search results. 
Effects of Global Information
In candidate search, top-K candidates are retrieved solely based on local information. This search result can limit the final category selection significantly when a large number of the candidates have their top-level categories different from that of the correct answer category. This is because many of the candidates are already under incorrect top-level categories. Worse yet, if the top-category of the correct answer is different from those of all the candidates, it is impossible to find the correct one regardless of how good the category selection method is. This implies that we need to maximize the percentage of the candidates whose top-level categories are equal to that of the answer. Figure 12 shows the percentage of the candidates that are under the correct top-level category ("coverage") for each value of K. About 12% and 3% test documents in top-5 and top-25 candidates, respectively, are bound to be incorrectly classified even before category selection. This analysis is an answer for why we obtained an increasing performance up to K=25. The more multiple top-level categories under which a larger number of candidates exit, the more important the role of the global model is. In order to further investigate the extent to which global models are useful with increasing numbers of candidates, we separated test documents into two sets: input documents whose candidates from the search belong to a single top-level category and others with multiple top-level categories in the candidates. Figure 13 shows the percentages of two sets of the test documents after candidate search. For K=5, 38% of the test documents have the same top-level category. That is, the top-level categorizer would have no influence on the final categorization for the 38% of the input document. However, the percentage drops to 11.7% for K=25. About 89% of the cases would benefit from the use of global information in final category selection. It should be noted, however, that when only a single top-level category exists, selecting the correct category among the candidates may require a fine distinction among them because they may be similar to each other. In this case, additional information from the top-level category would play the role of smoothing. 
Conclusion
Unlike previous research to hierarchical text classification, especially the narrow-down approaches, we attempted to use non-local information available in a hierarchy. In particular, we focused on using global information available at the top-level categories because they would help representing the topical aspects of the candidates and give a direction to take the right path down to them. We showed two different ways of using non-local information: passive and aggressive methods. The passive method uses global information for smoothing in a language modeling approach. For the latter, we devised a method of integrating local and global models by building a top-level classifier with discriminative parameter learning. As an additional effort, we also attempted to use path information from the category of a candidate to the root, which is available in the form of label terms. Based on systematic analysis that reveals that they are underrepresented in the documents under the category, we devised a method by which label term models are constructed and integrated into the two newly proposed methods.
To evaluate our methods, we constructed a test collection with ODP, a large-scale Web taxonomy, and ran a series of thorough experiments. The experimental results show higher effectiveness of the two proposed methods than the strong baseline of using language modeling, which outperforms the state-of-the-art approach. In MicroF1, we achieved 5.2% and 7.6% improvements with passive and aggressive methods, respectively, over the baseline whereas they were 12.1% and 14.1% in MacroF1.
In addition, we also showed that the use of path information helps improving the results. It was argued that global information at the top level is most helpful when the initial search generates a reasonably large number of candidates, 25 in our experiment. The aggressive method was shown to be strong when the candidate categories are descendants from multiple top-level categories. Since the passive method plays the role of smoothing, it is more effective when the candidates are under the same top-level category.
We have successfully found ways of using top-level and path information for the large-scale hierarchical text classification problem and shed light on why and how global information helps improving overall effectiveness as well as for individual levels. In order to improve the effectiveness further, we plan to explore two different directions for future research. The first is to investigate the extent to which lower level global information would be useful. The second is to utilize an information retrieval feedback model to modify input documents as queries are expanded. Accepted for Publication
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